A methodology for flexibility analysis of pipeline systems

Abstract
Pipeline systems serve a crucial role in an effective transport of fluids to the designated location for medium to long span of distances. Owing to its paramount economic significance, pipeline design field have undergone extensive development over the past few years for enhancing optimization and transport efficiency. This research paper attempts to propose a methodology for flexibility analysis of pipeline systems through employing contemporary computational tools and practices. A methodical procedure is developed which involves modelling of the selected pipeline system in CAESAR II followed by insertion of pipe supports and restraints. The specific location and selection of the inserted supports is based on the results derived from the displacement, stress, reaction and nozzle analysis of the concerned pipeline system. Emphasis is laid on the compliance of the design features to the leading code of pipeline transportation systems for liquid and slurries, ASME B31.4. The discussed procedure and approach can be successfully adjusted for analysis of various other types of pipeline system configuration. In addition to the provision of systematic flow in analysis, the method also improves efficient time saving practices in pipeline stress analysis.
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Nomenclature

\( a \) Linear expansion coefficient, m/m°C.

Inner diameter, m

\( d_o \) Outer diameter, m.

\( e \) Weld join factor as defined in Table 403.2.1-1 of ASME B31.4.

\( p \) Internal design pressure inside the pipe, N/m².

\( t \) Thickness of circular cross section, m. \( v \) Poisson ratio for the material.
Introduction

Design and flexibility analysis of pipeline networks have evolved in to an increasingly comprehensive and diversified discipline due to the rapid industrial development and rise in fuel demand on the global scale [1]. The characteristic and well defined set of rules for ensuring pipeline functionality and safety of personnel are typically referenced from Code of Federal Regulations Title 49 [2, 3]. Due to the occurrence of simultaneous several loading conditions, pipeline systems particularly in oil and gas field requires a systematic consideration of design factors involved [4]. Varying degree of design complexity and constructional constraints have led to the creation of numerous calculations procedures and sizing methods to achieve an accurate and optimized design before actual pipeline installation phase [5, 6].

Pipeline design analysis is substantially different from that of plant piping due to its distinctive characteristic...
Due to lack of turns in pipeline routing, stresses encountered in pipelines are predictable and can therefore be associated with higher allowable stress limits. To achieve higher allowable stresses and prevent the occurrence of strain follow up during operation, pipeline material has preferably higher yield strength to ultimate strength ratio value. Pressure elongation contributes most to the pipeline axial movement in contrast with plant piping where thermal expansion effects are significant. Additional structural and design regulations must be addressed in the case of buried underground pipelines due to soil-pipe interaction which does not occur in piping of plant systems.

Flexibility analysis ensures the structural integrity of pipeline systems in the presence of multiple loading conditions like pressure, temperature, weight and occasional loads for enabling continuous operation of the pipeline network [8]. Furthermore, the analysis requires adherence to codes and standards which not only guarantees safety but lead to standardization and subsequent efficiency in piping item selection [9]. Four major design parameters are addressed in flexibility analysis which are as follows:

1) Displacement occurring within the pipeline system.
2) Stress distribution resulting from loads exerted on the pipeline system.
3) Reaction loads applied on the supporting structure by the pipeline system.
4) Allowable forces and moments that the pipeline system can impose on the nozzles of the connected equipment.

This paper is specifically aimed towards extending the design methodology proposed for plant piping flexibility analysis in [10] to pipeline configuration systems. Analysis is carried out under the design operating conditions persisting in the system and is focused primarily on the selection and placement of supports and restraints based on output results from displacement, stress, reaction and nozzle analysis. Design is in accordance with ASME B31.4 and incorporates other design constraints as specified by the client and industry. CAESAR II software, a renowned piping computational tool for stress and flexibility analysis is extensively utilized along with relevant applied mathematical calculations for determining aspects of displacements and stresses occurring in the selected model. The proposed method of analysis is based on the systematic and perceptive combination of theoretical and software approach to achieve an optimum support layout for pipeline network.

2 Literature Review & Methodology

Like various other well established and renowned specialized fields, majority of the previously conducted research revolved around results derived from either theoretical, software or experimental analysis [11]. Extensive research studies have been performed based on theoretical analysis which were prevalent in the pioneering stages of the pipe stress analysis field. A numerical method for evaluating the maximum stress value in the pipeline network is derived leading to fourth degree of polynomial equation development. The proposed method has a much-simplified
application approach in comparison with a typical finite element method [12]. An appreciable emphasis has been laid on the evaluation of allowable limits of pipeline stresses and their subsequent significance in relation with different stress criterion [13].

An analysis for the determination of stresses resulting from dead weight in piping system in conjunction with those resulting from thermal expansion loads is conducted as an extension to the previously established Meyer-Hovgaard and grapho-analytical methods [14]. A case study has been conducted to assess the occurrence of failure conditions in a pipeline system due to the high-pressure flammable gas jet release. The analysis is centered around three different case scenarios through which the pipeline systems and its adjacent piping network might be affected [15].

Analysis of failure resulting from stress corrosion cracking in a stainless-steel pipeline system is highlighted in one study. The cause of failure is attributed to the application of glass wool insulation which resulted in the production of chloride ions leading to pitting corrosion and subsequently resulting in pipeline leakage [16]. To address the discrepancies existing between the experimental and analytical results for the plastic collapse failure of pipelines, a different yield criteria based on Tresca and von Misces rule was established. Indicated as average shear stress yield (ASSY) criteria, the results from this new principle were shown to appreciably match with that derived from experiments [17]. Study on development of optimized pipeline network for achieving cost effectiveness and accommodation of potential new networks through numerical techniques was done in a study. The aim of this research was to provide solutions for effective exploitation of natural gas reserves [18]. Time dependent study of hydraulics in a pressurized pipeline system was carried out in an alternative manner along with improvement in calibration methods concerned with pipeline leak detection [19]. Numerical analysis through neural network is proposed for the rational and accurate treatment of non-active supports resulting from the unilateral boundary conditions existing at the pipe vessel interface [20].

Accounting of fluid structure interaction in pipeline system during unsteady flow modelling is becoming viable through the development of relevant numerical and analytical models. In this respect, a detailed review has been presented to cover the essential developments related to this field over the last ten years [21]. In depth assessment and analysis of such interactions is essential in accounting for pressure pulsation in piping systems. For reciprocating compressor piping, one study proposed a comprehensive mathematical method to account for such phenomenon through numerical modelling [22]. The obtained results were further validated through the computational modelling of pressure pulsation and later compared with the past experimental results. In the oil and gas pipeline field site, probability of seismic hazard is generally considered in the analysis. This concern is addressed through the adoption of uniform confidence method and evaluation of design-basis fault displacements for optimizing the risk analysis of pipeline system [23]. Previously, analytical methods for determining pressure transients in pipeline was limited to utilization of one dimensional model. This was further improved to a two-dimensional model method in one research study with the obtained results verified by the relevant conducted
One of the most trending and contemporary approaches dealing with this research subject is based on the software computation and analysis. Due to the considerable saving of man-hours and increased accuracy of results, analysis through commercial software is prevalent in pipe line stress activity. In relation to this fact, a research study highlighting the possible occurrence of computational errors during software analysis is conducted with emphasis laid on the verification of the results through simplified thumb of rules [25].

To further enhance and optimize the computer based piping stress analysis activity, a knowledge based system was proposed and developed for saving substantial amount of time in evaluation and interpretation of obtained results [26]. A pipe line integrity analysis based on the novel computerized techniques local to a pipeline company was developed focusing on the effects of the induction and earth conduction on the structural durability of concerned pipeline system [27]. A numerical analysis of oil slurry transportation through pipeline systems was conducted through utilization of the CFD tools by the application of FLUENT 6.3 software. The obtained results related to the fluid pressure drop were compared with the experimental data and were found to match closely with experimentally determined results [28]. A finite volume method formulation was presented for modelling the transient operation in pipelines transporting steam. The purpose of adopting the specific approach was to evaluate the characteristic pipeline response during startup, shut down and load variation conditions [29].

Application of commercial software packages such as CAESAR-II for pipeline stress analysis is widely practiced in oil and gas industry. An extensive overview of the working and usage of CAESAR II software for determining stresses in piping systems can be found in literature [30]. Probability of occurrence of natural hazards such as earthquake is often higher in areas where natural gas pipelines of considerable span length are located. This issue was duly addressed through numerical simulation of a pipeline model subjected to similar conditions by CAESAR II software application. Emphasis was laid on the evaluation of the optimum length of suspended pipeline segments for limiting the stresses below the allowable limit [31]. To investigate and accurately demonstrate the effect of vibrational loads on pipeline integrity, a computational stress and vibration analysis of a pipeline system connected to a positive displacement pump was carried out based on CAESAR II software [32].

A related scientific research was developed and presented for reducing the dynamic excitation in the hydraulic pipeline systems with optimizing the hoop positions by finite element method application through ANSYS software [33]. For promoting effective modelling practices in relation to the time dependent pipeline flow characteristics, a conventional finite element method was extended for modelling transient flow in hydraulic pipeline systems [34]. Design considerations relating to the transport of gaseous fluids such as carbon dioxide by pipeline systems was covered through the utilization of ASPEN PLUS software package. The major aim of simulation was to measure pipeline distances facilitating the efficient and safe transfer of carbon dioxide to the booster stations [35]. Pipeline networks constructed for transporting high pressure and high velocity fluids are regularly subjected to time dependent loads and operational variations. An attempt had been made to predict
the resulting fluid structure interaction through finite element method technique [36].

Testing methods for the strain determination in submarine pipelines are widely well-established and practiced in industry. Owing to the usual appearance of unrealistic test values, a specific research examination of such values was done and compared with the values obtained from the engineering bending theory application through finite element method [37]. To take into consideration the inelastic behavior in long pipeline systems, an elemental methodology termed P3D2HE was formulated in a research study to estimate the pipeline material elastic-plastic response under high shearing forces. The purpose of the conducted research was to predict the potential occurring failure loads through finite element formulation [38]. Recent past years have witnessed the increase in awareness of pipeline integrity management systems and guidelines particularly in oil and gas pipeline companies. A comprehensive review was outlined in a paper with demonstration of IDEF0 functional method for development of relevant activity and life cycle models [39]. Due to nonlinear nature of seismic loading in buried pipelines, a stochastic analysis methodology was outlined in one paper with significant emphasis given to the application of probability density evolution method (PDEM) [40, 41]. Pipeline systems subjected to vibrational loads such as in aircrafts were conventionally designed through one dimensional finite element method. This was further extended to two-dimensional model in one study to account for the fatigue life analysis of aircraft pipeline [42].

Research studies based solely on the experimentally determined results are rare and were often conducted prior to the availability of the recent computational methods and tools. An investigation on the flexibility present in three-dimensional pipeline with anchor reactions was carried out with the successful verification of derived results with available design calculations [43]. For enabling economic accommodation of a vacuum flasher in the heat cycle of a Japanese geothermal power plant, an experimental feasibility study was conducted for the realization of pipeline network connecting the wells with the plant site [44]. Effect of roughness occurring in subsea flexible pipeline networks on fluid flow was experimentally analyzed and compared with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models. The study was aimed towards reviewing the current industrial practices with regards to roughness value selection for low Reynolds number flow [45]. To verify the compatibility of the results related to piping flexibility with analytical calculations, a two-dimensional pipeline model was experimentally analyzed under various loading conditions. The results recorded during experiments agreed with those obtained from calculation method [46].

An effective comparison of the flexibility factors and stresses of piping tees obtained through finite element method was done with the results from experiments conducted by Combustion Engineering Incorporation. The major objective of this study was to determine the effectiveness of proposed finite element methods [47]. During aircraft operation, significant water hammer effects are generated during filling up of pipeline in the propulsion system. To effectively investigate the occurrence of pressure peaks and other transient events, a test bench setup was constructed for obtaining the necessary test results [48]. A research effort concerned with the examination of the vibration effects on pipeline system was made through Pulse6 system. The characteristic natural frequencies and modal shapes of a typical pipeline system were then experimentally determined and compared with a finite...
element method analysis conducted through Solid Works software [49].

It is observed that there is a distinct lack of a systematic and well developed approach for pipeline flexibility analysis considering both the contemporary computational methods and analytically derived formulations. Methods generally available are specifically inclined towards one of the three basic analytical approaches as mentioned previously at the start.

3 Proposed Methodology

In this paper, both software and analytical tools are perceptively utilized for the provision of an efficient and methodical analytical procedure. The method is aimed towards developing a rational understanding of several design constraints that are involved in a typical pipeline flexibility design problem. The first step involved modelling the pipeline system on CAESAR II software for obtaining the necessary output results in the subsequent stages. Displacement analysis was first conducted to obtain an optimum support span value for the pipeline configuration. This was done through the application of a mathematical equation formulated through engineering mechanics concept. Stress analysis was then conducted to obtain stress distribution diagrams with respect to the nature of occurring stresses. To check the feasibility and effectiveness of the inserted supports, reaction analysis was then carried out. Finally, the structural integrity of the nozzle at each end of pipeline system was verified through checking the local moments and forces with the allowable limits. Each of the four stages of analysis have a pivotal and insightful role in ensuring a safe and efficient design of the pipeline system.

It is pertinent to mention that the loads considered in the analysis are static and internal in nature, i.e. temperature, weight and pressure. Due attention is given to comply with the allowable design limits as set by the concerned codes, standards, industrial practices and client regulations.

4 Description of Pipeline Model

Computational modelling of the pipeline for flexibility analysis involves the application of either beam, shell or solid type element [50]. In terms of accuracy, solid type model provides the most reliable results for determining the 3D stress profile of the system. However, the computational effort and time required could be enormous, and thus such element adoption is only preferred for specialized cases. Shell element use is prevalent under situations in which localized stress calculations are required. On the other hand, adoption of 1-D beam element model is considered reasonable if the pipeline length is considerably larger than the diameter value [51]. Several engineering practices validate the adoption of beam model if pipeline diameter-ratio is less than 100 [52, 53]. For this reason, CAESAR II was duly utilized for beam modelling since pipeline diameter-ratio is around 38 for the proposed model configuration.

The typical 3D beam element has six permissible degrees of freedom at each node. Furthermore, the element can only be modelled as a bending beam, truss element and a beam under torsional load. One of the distinctive
modelling features includes the mesh generation through nodes and evaluation of pipeline behavior only at the provided node locations. This implies that keeping a minimum distance between two adjacent nodes is essential for attaining accurate results. However, this will drastically increase the calculation duration, and therefore a compromise is required by developing a reasonable engineering practice. One of such practices as discussed in [54], recommends that in the case of pipeline diameter exceeding 304.8mm, the distance between nodes should be kept less than 20 times the pipeline diameter. In all other cases, the node distance should not exceed the value of 30 times the pipeline diameter [55, 36]. It is pertinent to mention that pipeline weight forces are assumed to be equally distributed among two adjacent nodes.

A substantial portion of the pipeline model results are based on ASME B31.4 code principles. The stress analysis involved the application of code stress equations for both thermal and primary loads implemented at each node location. These are then compared with their respective allowable limits as defined by the code [56]. Since all the stress equations and limits are code-based, these can be readily obtained and verified by the relevant code content. Classical beam theory concepts and solid mechanics principles primarily for the piping structure were utilized in developing the displacement equation. The equation serves a key role in determining pipeline span length by taking account of pressure, weight and temperature loading conditions.

All the four components of the flexibility analysis as highlighted in the earlier section are dependent on the loading conditions persisting in the pipeline system. These physical characteristics are in the form of pipeline material weight, pipeline pressure and fluid medium temperature. The occasional loads occurrence due to earthquake, windstorm or snowfall are assumed to be nonexistent. Furthermore, only the design operating conditions of temperature and pressure have been considered owing to their significance to the overall pipeline design process [57]. Ambient conditions of 21°C and 100KPa are assumed for the pipeline model.

5 Validation of Pipeline Model

The methodology developed and discussed with reference to specific engineering criteria can be readily associated with the previous research studies on pipeline flexibility analysis. Conceptual application of numerical or computational tools is a common practice since experimental studies in pipeline analysis prove to be expensive and time consuming. A considerable amount of research as highlighted in the literature review section revolves around numerical and software simulation. Moreover, use of commercial software package like CAESAR II is extensive, particularly for stress analysis. This is attributed to the software feature of recognizing code standards in stress calculations and perceptive recommendation of load cases [56]. Application of such software validates the accuracy of the obtained results with respect to the relevant code guidelines.

Pipeline and piping structures collectively constitute the possible system configurations involved in pipe
engineering field. As discussed in the introduction section, pipeline analysis is distinctly different from piping analysis owing to numerous reasons. However, the design techniques developed for one structural type can be readily utilized for other type as well. This is clearly demonstrated in various previously conducted research studies. In this respect, a similar overall design approach as outlined in this paper had already been implemented for a heat exchanger piping system [10]. A different set of design codes and standards were utilized for analysis in that study.

One of the major objectives of this work is the provision of a unified and flexible perspective of design analysis of piping and pipeline systems alike. The necessary credibility associated with the design procedure is assured through compliance with standardized and relevant engineering standards and practices. In addition, the software and numerical tools employed are derived and distinctly connected with the available established literature. It is intended that a complete spectrum of piping system analysis be covered by elaborating the proposed methodology for a typical pipeline system.

Further reaffirmation of the pipeline span length result can be sought from the relevant engineering convention as mentioned in [58]. As per the design rule expressed in feet length units, pipe support spacing for steel pipe with liquid medium service can be taken as the nominal pipe size (in inches) added with ten. For this model, the value comes out to be 14 feet or around 4.3 m. The additional relevant contribution of pressure and temperature implies a lower span value than the recommended one. It will be seen later in the displacement analysis section that the pipe span length is indeed lesser than the above obtained value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. System design operating conditions.</th>
<th>Table 2. Maximum allowable pipeline displacement.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Design Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement X-</td>
<td>Y-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Temperature</td>
<td>23 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the system was realized by each of the three sub parts in
6 Theory/Calculation

6.1 Model design specification

the equation, as indicated in Eqs. 1 and 2 [60, 61].

\[ Y = Y_{weight} + Y_{pressure} + Y_{temperature} \quad (1) \]

To commence the analysis demonstration, initially the pipeline system was modelled through the CAESAR-II software. This was done keeping in view the available isometric drawings and prevailing design operating conditions. The pipeline system serves to transport crude oil between the two storage facilities. Lighter fraction of crude oil with API gravity higher than 31.1 °API was considered as a fluid transporting medium. Fig.1 displays the isometric drawing of the pipeline configuration as obtained through initial software modelling. Table 1 summarizes the design operating conditions occurring in the entire system. The pipeline material selected for the entire system is a carbon steel grade with specification as API-5L X42. It is particularly suited for applications requiring transport of medium to high pressure fluids over long pipeline distances.

\[ Y = 5WL_1 + 8WcL_1 + \frac{pd(2\nu)}{4tE + d0a/ \ell} \quad (2) \]

6.2 Displacement Analysis

Values of maximum permissible displacements for all three directions were provided by the client. The instructed allowable limits serve as an additional design constraint apart from those provided by the ASME B31.4 design code. An identical practice of complying with the client regulations was highlighted in a related scientific study [59]. Table 2 highlights the allowable displacement limits specified for all three directions. Application of mathematical equation derived from the conceptual implications of classical beam theory was utilized for support span calculation. The contribution of each of the three loading conditions present

The first equation component is derived by considering the action of weight of pipe, insulation and fluid as a uniform force acting over the pipeline length alongwith concentrated force arising due to flanges and valves. The second part accounts for the net pressure forces exerted by the fluid in circumferential direction. The last component considers the pipe expansion in radial direction due to temperature difference with the surroundings.

Relevant recording of values of term \( Wc \) as required for the above equation application was done and summarized as below. Total weight of piping and fluid was calculated through CAESAR-II during design modelling.

\[ Wc = 0 \text{ N (No concentrated load)} \]
\[ W = 12987.9\text{N/143m} = 90.824 \text{ N/m} \]
\[ Y = 0.0002 \text{ m} \]
\[ E_i = 2.0325 \times 10^{11} \text{ Pa} \]  

\[ I = (\pi d^4 - \pi d^4)/64 = 1.64939 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^4 \]  

\[ \alpha \Delta T = 0.000021 \text{ m/m} \]  

\[ v = 0.300 \]  

\[ d_i = 0.108204 \text{ m} \]  

\[ d_o = 0.1143 \text{ m} \]  

\[ p = 10,000,000 \text{ Pa (design Pressure)} \]  

\[ t = 0.003048 \text{ m} \]  

6.3 **Stress Analysis**

Like plant piping [63], stresses encountered in pipeline transportation systems for hydrocarbon liquids are categorized as either primary or secondary stresses. Primary stresses are characterized by their non-self-limiting nature and results from the sustained type loadings such as weight and pressure. Secondary stresses are generated due to the range of temperature variation occurring from plant startup or shut down and other cyclic loadings of similar nature.

6.3.1 **Existing primary stress criteria:** As directed by the ASME B31.4 code [62], three major design criteria exist for evaluating unrestrained pipeline safety against primary loadings:

1. Wall thickness of pipeline section shall be equal to or greater than the minimum allowable thickness limit as stated by Eq. 3 below [62].

\[ PD \]

6.4 **Reaction Analysis**

For evaluation of structural integrity of supports, distinct and well defined design guidelines are mentioned in ASME B31.4 [62]. As per the set rules, tensile stresses occurring in structural supports must not exceed 66% of the material minimum yield strength. Similar allowable limit is also applicable for compressive stress values. Stresses in bearing and shear have permissible limits of 0.49S_y and 0.90S_y respectively. In this paper, scope of the reaction analysis will be limited to the determination of the potential rest support locations where zero reaction force occurs. Removal of such supports from the final model will lead to the realization of economic and efficient support layout configuration in this pipeline system.

\[ t_m = \frac{2\pi S}{E} \]  

(3)
6.5 Nozzle Analysis

1. Allowable hoop stresses resulting from the internal pressure forces shall primarily be based on the yield strength as given by Eq. 4 [62].

\[ S_h \leq 0.72\varepsilon S_y \]  

(4)

2. Longitudinal stresses due to the sustained pipeline loads must comply with the allowable stress limit as described by

\[ S_L \leq 0.75\varepsilon S_y \]  

(5)

6.3.2 Criteria for secondary stresses: For stresses occurring due to cyclic loads, ASME B31.4 [62] specifies a design limit as shown in Eq. 6 [62].

\[ S_E \leq S_A \]  

(6)

\( S_E \) in Eq. 6 is an expansion range stress developing because of pipeline being subjected to temperature change during start up or shutdown condition. \( S_A \) is the allowable stress limit through which these secondary stresses are compared.

Nozzle serves the crucial function of connecting the pipeline network with the adjoining equipment often located at remote locations [64]. In the pipeline model under consideration, one nozzle is located at each end of pipeline connected to a storage vessel. Allowable limits of forces and moments are based on a relevant industrial practice attained from reliable experiences of pipe stress community [65]. For nozzle size falling under range of 4inch to 16inch, allowable forces and moments can be regarded as being equal to 250D and 300D respectively. D denotes the diameter of nozzle in inches.

7 Results and Discussion

7.1 Results from displacement analysis

After application of the mathematical equation discussed in the previous section, the value of span length for which the downward displacement limit is satisfied is coming out as 2.40122 m. Based on this value, rest supports were then inserted and modelled in the software.

As previously mentioned in the pipeline model section, the permissible node distance should not exceed 30 times the pipeline diameter value. In this respect, it must be noted that the pipeline span length indicates the largest
allowable nodal span. This distance equals to 3.429m for a 4inch nominal diameter which is greater than the obtained span value. It is thus verified that the nodal mesh generation is rational and valid for the model.

After running the static analysis for the model, excessive displacements in x and z direction were then noted. Fig. 2 shows the locations in pipeline experiencing excessive axial displacements. Displacements in z direction were coming out to be zero at all locations. Fig. 3 shows the final support configuration layout limiting the displacements to allowable limits in all three directions. Displacement bar charts as shown in Fig. 4 serve to summarize the displacements occurring at each node in all three direction.

It is pertinent to outline the methodology adopted for the selection of the optimum location of supports. Loads arising due to weight are uniform in nature and the resulting deflection can therefore be readily expressed through a mathematical equation. In the similar way, mathematical formulation for downwards deflection due to pressure and temperature loads can be devised owing to their uniform and linear nature. In this manner, it was found convenient to specifically utilize Eq. 2 for calculation of maximum support span. Extensive analytical working was needed for following a similar approach for limiting other displacements, thus leading to increasing complexity and loss of productivity in analysis. Software analysis was thus utilized for specifically noting the locations where displacements are above the allowable limits. Thus, guide support was then strategically inserted on the vertical pipeline run for restricting the axial displacements below the recommended value. As indicated through Fig. 4, successful verification of the analytical result for span support was also achieved.

7.1.1 Detail of loads contribution to X direction displacement Fig. 5 below represents the composition distribution of X displacement resulting from sustained and thermal loads. More than 99% of displacement contribution is attributed to the thermal expansion loads. The thermal displacements are most pronounced at the vicinity of the pipeline bend region due to the movement limitation imposed by the guide restraint and nozzle connection at the vertical pipe run. This leads to the transfer of significant thermal movements to the pipeline straight run length. On the contrary, the primary loads effect on X displacement is negligible throughout the pipeline length.

Further examination of primary component of X displacement was carried out. The major objective was to obtain the relative significance of the weight and pressure loads in terms of their input to displacement. Fig. 6 summarizes the obtained results in the form of the pie chart. More than 95% of displacement input is provided by the weight force while the pressure load accounts for only a small portion. One of the major reasons for such little primary load contribution to overall displacement can be associated with this result. Weight loads, owing to their vertical direction, do not substantially influence the horizontal displacement. Since they are more dominant than the pressure loads, the overall influence on the displacement is drastically small.

Further investigation was conducted on applied primary loads to determine the pressure condition leading to an appreciable change in displacement. For this purpose, a test model was developed in which all other physical characteristics except for pressure were kept constant. It was observed that pressure influence becomes notable only after it is increased by 100 times the original value. Therefore, it can be reasonably concluded that for a similar
of pipeline systems, the pressure contribution to the lateral displacements remains negligible. Fig. 7 displays the displacement composition results obtained from the test model.

7.1.2 **Detail of loads contribution to Y direction displacement**

The similar analytical procedure as above was adopted to subdivide the overall Y displacement in terms of occurring loads. Fig. 8 shows the percentage distribution of Y direction displacement. It can be observed that this time the effect of sustained loads is substantially greater than the persisting thermal loading conditions. Owing to the pipeline and fluid medium weight, the load contribution from primary loads is greatest at the straight parallel run of the pipeline. It gradually diminishes near the bend region relative to thermal loads due to the emergence of appreciable thermal movement from the vertical pipeline run. Due to the presence of guide restraint and outlet nozzle connection, appreciable thermal displacements near bend region occur in the Y direction.

Subdivision of the primary part of Y displacement was done as the next step. Fig. 9 shows the weightage of weight and pressure effects on the primary displacement. It can be seen that the pressure effect on the Y displacement is negligible as compared to the weight. The primary part of displacement is totally dominated by weight loads throughout the length of the pipeline. This can be directly linked to the direction and uniform nature of the weight forces occurring due to the pipeline material and fluid medium.

Test model results for the primary part of Y displacement were also explored. Despite an immense increase in the internal pressure value, the pressure contribution percentage rises to only 1.2%. It can thus be inferred that the similar pipeline systems will be overwhelmingly influenced by weight forces with respect to the occurring Y displacement. Fig. 10 describes the displacement distribution in terms of sustained loads for the test model.

7.2 **Results from Stress Analysis**

7.2.1 **Wall thickness criteria result:** After calculating the value of minimum wall thickness through Eq. 3, it was then compared with the actual wall thickness value. \( t_m \) was calculated as being approximately 2.74 mm while the actual pipeline wall thickness selected for the model was around 3.0480 mm. It can thus be inferred that the model passes the first criteria.

7.2.2 **Hoop stress compliance criteria:** The calculated hoop stress for the model was recorded to be 187.5 MPa. This was comparatively lesser than the allowable limit value, which was computed to be around 290 MPa.

It is imperative to note that the formula used for hoop stress calculation is the standard one that is readily obtainable from existing literature and also recommended by ASME B31.4.

7.2.3 **Longitudinal stress compliance criteria:** Stress distribution diagram was obtained for the longitudinal stresses through CAESAR-II software. It was observed that the highest stress percentage was around 56% occurring at the...
location as shown in Fig. 11.

The peak stress location is in close proximity to the pipeline bend component. It is expected that higher sustained stresses will occur in such region due to the bourdon effect influence on pipeline elbow [66]. Possibility of bend ovalization can lead to higher induced stresses on the nearby straight piping due to the difference between the inner and outer pipe cross-section. It is therefore necessary to specifically pinpoint such locations to ensure pipeline functionality with respect to primary stresses.

Primary stress effects were further studied to determine the significance of component loads. The composition division in terms of weight and pressure influence can be observed in Fig. 12. The role of weight loads in the overall stress profile is quite trivial as compared with the internal pressure forces. Insertion of rest supports at regular pipe length interval prevent the bending stresses from weight to rise appreciably. On the other hand, longitudinal pressure stresses are prominent due to extensive horizontal pipeline run which serves to accumulate the pressure contribution per pipeline length.

Corresponding highest values of longitudinal and allowable stresses were recorded as 87.9 MPa and 156.37 MPa respectively. The obtained results affirm the system safety against the occurrence of primary loads such as weight and pressure.

7.2.4 Expansion stress compliance criteria: Analysis and determination of thermal stresses was also conducted through CAESAR-II software. Fig. 13 displays the stress distribution diagram obtained for this stress type along with the location of peak stress occurrence. Highest percentage of stress was observed to be around 22% occurring at the guide support location.

The guide restraint serves to limit the pipeline lateral displacements to ensure compliance with the allowable limits. As a result, the thermal movement is considerably restricted near the vertical pipe length section, resulting in higher local thermal stresses. For the horizontal pipeline section, thermal stresses are remarkably lower and tend to gradually increase near the pipeline elbow region. This can be attributed to sufficient provision of thermal movement due to pipeline horizontal geometry. Such characteristic feature is also evident from the X displacement composition results obtained earlier. Thermal displacements account for more than 90% of total value and consequently leads to lower stress occurrence.

Values of maximum expansion stress and the corresponding allowable limit were obtained to be 45.36 MPa and 208.49 MPa respectively. The computed results imply that the system is secure against stresses resulting from temperature variations and other cyclic loadings.

7.3 Results from Reaction Analysis

Due to the deflection, possibility of pipeline lifting from rest supports cannot be overlooked. This eventually leads to
the zero-reaction force at some rest supports. The focus of this analysis was to either ensure the removal of extra unnecessary supports or readjust the support configuration for achieving cost saving and efficient load distribution.

Fig. 14 shows the utilized rest supports in the pipeline system. It can be observed that all the supports were indicated to be functional through the restraint symbol notation. The total number of supports used in the model amounts to 60. One guide support and 59 rest supports were inserted to ensure pipeline functionality with respect to displacement, stress and reaction analysis.

Further insightful studies depicting the reaction force configuration was conducted with reference to primary and secondary loads. Majority of the rest supports on the horizontal pipeline length experienced a similar load magnitude. The rest supports in the bend region vicinity registered a steady load increase as the last rest support location was approached. The support at this location had the greatest vertical reaction force exerted by the pipeline system.

Further analysis revealed the reason for such increase to be associated with the thermal movement transfer from pipeline elbow and vertical pipe run. This is also manifested through comparatively higher reaction load on the guide restraint. Furthermore, the last rest support technically also supports the weight of the adjacent vertical pipe run.

The vastly similar load magnitude of the rest supports result from the action of uniform sustained loads occurring along the pipeline length. Among those loads, the weight contribution is strikingly higher at all node locations.

7.4 Results from Nozzle Analysis

After reaction analysis, the final check relating to the nozzle structural integrity was conducted. It is pertinent to describe

the local coordinate axis system on which the loads and moments are based upon. CAESAR II make use of ABC coordinate system [56], defined as follows:

A – Axis of nozzle.

B - Axis along the equipment axial direction. C – Axis perpendicular to A and B.

Summary of the comparison of actual occurring loads and moments with their allowable respective limits is given by Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of actual and allowable nozzle loads

extremely critical when high thermal displacements are involved.

Influence of primary loads was also considered in this analysis. A similar trend was observed with regards to the comparative contribution of weight and pressure forces. Pressure conditions have a minor effect on the nozzle load magnitude for both inlet and outlet ends. Weight effects, although not as pronounced as the thermal counterpart, are significantly dominant than the pressure effects for both nozzles ends.
Forces and
Inlet Nozzle (N1)
Outlet Nozzle (N2)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moments</th>
<th>Allowable±</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Allowable±</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( F_a ) (N)</td>
<td>4448</td>
<td>-3768</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>1781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_b ) (N)</td>
<td>4448</td>
<td>-109</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>-3575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_c ) (N)</td>
<td>4448</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_a ) (Nm)</td>
<td>1626</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_b ) (Nm)</td>
<td>1626</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_c ) (Nm)</td>
<td>1626</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>481</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results from the above table clearly indicates that both the nozzles have passed the design criteria as set by the industrial practice used for pipeline stress analysis activity in design companies.

In addition to displaying compliance with the allowable limits, the table results highlight some significant features regarding the local nozzle loads. For the inlet nozzle, the highest load occurs in pipeline axial direction. On the contrary, the outlet nozzle has the highest load component in the equipment axis direction. Further inspection of such feature revealed the underlying reason to be directly linked with the axial thermal displacement (X direction) distribution. These displacements, being highest near the pipeline bend region, substantially contributes to the load exerted by the pipeline system on the two nozzles.

For the inlet nozzle, such an influence is manifested axially while this effect is most pronounced in a lateral direction relative to outlet nozzle orientation. Nozzle location allows only for limited freedom of movement and are

This paper addresses the flexibility analysis considerations in pipeline system through the provision of a well-structured and systematic scientific method. Application of relevant contemporary practices in combination with the utilization of well-established principles were done for devising a novel and efficient design procedure. Due recognition was given to the limits specified by the applicable codes and industrial practices. On this basis, the location and selection of supports was finalized through the results obtained from displacement, stress, reaction and nozzle analysis. The methodology proposed in this paper can readily be adapted and applied to any pipeline system.

Apart from providing an organized strategy, this study will also contribute towards time saving practices during pipeline stress activity. Previous conventional studies extensively relied on either software or numerical tools, resulting in laborious and inefficient procedure development. While such methods were practically applicable for specific piping systems, much greater detail and depth were needed for generalizing their application to account for a diverse set of constraints. In pipe stress industry, this will result in frequent modification of the established SOP.
(standard operating procedure) regarding the analytical procedure. Such changes will markedly hinder the routine working cycle, leading to poor and mismatched coordination among the stress engineers. Furthermore, adoption of a single analytical tool such as manual formulae leads to increased complexity which is usually not feasible as an industrial practice. It is imperative for any stress engineer in the industry to be quickly acquainted with the established stress procedure to avoid the occurrence of any discrepancy between obtained results.

It is, therefore, necessary that a robust and concise analytical approach is readily available for pipe stress design activity. In addition, a clearer understanding of the underlying concepts will lead to smoother work flow and quicker completion of stress analysis tasks. The methodology developed in this paper is derived from simplified concepts discussed extensively in available pipe stress literature. Moreover, the systematic flow assures the stepwise application of each result for the next analytical stage. The validity of the method is assured through adherence to the relevant codes and standards.

Although CAESAR II application is common in flexibility analysis, the suggested approach ensures its sequential and conceptual utilization, integrating it well with the applied numerical methodology. Various aspects of this method can be readily adapted for analyzing different pipeline configurations. It is firmly believed that adoption of this technique will result in quicker familiarization with the design solution, resulting in lesser lead time for generation of stress isometrics as a final component of stress design activity.

The future work may extend the proposed method to account for the effect of the occasional loads occurring in a similar pipeline system.
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